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  1. Who is the author of the play?

Jean-Paul Sartre

Bertolt Brecht

Franz Kafka

2. Which literary device did the author use in the play?

Predestination paradox

Cliffhanger

Play within a play

3. Where do the events of the play take place?

Georgia

Poland

Russia

4. Who is the narrator of the story?

Georgi Abashwili

Arkadi Tcheidse

Grusha Vashnadze

5. Whose baby did Grusha run away with?

Her own baby

Natella Abashvili's baby
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It is unknown

6. Who did Lavrenti convince Grusha to marry?

A dying peasant Jussup

Himself

A soldier Simon Shashava

7. Why did Grusha refuse to pull Michael from the center of chalk circle?

She doesn't want to be his mother

She weakened due to illness

She doesn't want to hurt the child

8. Did Azdak divorce Grusha and the peasant man?

Yes

No

It's not mentioned

9. Why did Natella want to get her son back?

Because she is missing him

Because all Governor's estates and finances are tied to Michael and cannot be accessed without him

Because she is mortally sick and doesnt want to die alone
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The Caucasian Chalk Circle Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Who is the author of the play?
  Bertolt Brecht
  2. Which literary device did the author use in the play?
  Play within a play
  3. Where do the events of the play take place?
  Georgia
  4. Who is the narrator of the story?
  Arkadi Tcheidse
  5. Whose baby did Grusha run away with?
  Natella Abashvili's baby
  6. Who did Lavrenti convince Grusha to marry?
  A dying peasant Jussup
  7. Why did Grusha refuse to pull Michael from the center of chalk circle?
  She doesn't want to hurt the child
  8. Did Azdak divorce Grusha and the peasant man?
  Yes
  9. Why did Natella want to get her son back?
  Because all Governor's estates and finances are tied to Michael and cannot be accessed without him
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